Abstract. Generation of efficient c d e for ob ject-orient4 programs requir~ knowledge of object Iifetimes and method bindings. For object-oriented Ianguages that have automatic storqge management and dynamic look-up of methods, the compiler must obtain such knowledge by performing static analysis of the source code. We present a.n analysis algorithm which discovers the potential classes of each object in an object-oriented program as well as a safe approximation of their lifetimh. These results are obtained using abstract. domains that approximate memory configurations and interprocedural cdl patterns of the program We present several alternatives for these abstract domains that permit a trade-off between accuracy and complexity of the overall analysis.
Introduction
The object-oriented approach to programming has 'become an accepted programming paradigm, joining other paradigms such as imperative, functional and relational programming. This new paradigm is normally associated with the concepts of class, method and inheritance. Different object-oriented languages implement these concepts with varying degrees of dynamic behaviour.
At one extreme, SMALLTALK makes every feature as dynamic as possible. Instances of a class are created dynamically which, when no longer referenced, are garbage collected automatically. Messagm are implemented by dynamic binding of call site to method implementation. In general this means that a run-time search through the inheritance hierarchy to find the appropriate method is required for every message send. Finally, SMALLTALK is dynarnicaily typed, there are no type declarations and methods are typechecked at run-time.
At the other extreme, GI+ implements as much as possible in a static manner so that C2+ compilers can generate eficien t code. In particular, memory is allocated and dsalIocated explicitly by the programmer, methods are statically typed, and message sends are bound statically under programer control.
In an ideal world, an object-oriented language would be as dynamic as SMALL- TALK and as efficient as %. 
An 0 b ject-Oriented Language
The eimple untyped object-oriented language defined in thi section is u~d tqdlustrate the analysis presented in su1;sequent sections. It should be noted that ithis Ian- The syntax of the language is showm in Figure 1 , using the following notati~nal conventiom: curly brxkets represent optional constructsF superscript plus signs hdicate one or more occurrences of-the preceding constrnct, wd italicized text repraenta
urn-terminals.
The semantics are typical of classbased .object-oriented languages in which dynamic object creation, automatic storage rech-mation and singlq. inheritance play a major role. A class is similar to a record or structure type in an imperatiw language , . When a program is executed, Its state consists of a set of constants and active objects referring to each other through their instance variables. We find it convenient to view this structure as a graph of unbounded size in which nodes stand for objects or-constants and =arcs represent the value of instance variables. Labels distinguish the arcs originating from a node; there is one label per instance variable of the corresponding object. Constants are nod-with no outgoing arcs. Activation records for methods are regarded as objects and therefore appear as nodes in the object graph. Their local variables are treated as instance variables. . Definition 1. Let be a program and L (labels) a set of variable names. An objeci graph is a pair (IVY A ) , where N is a finite set of objects (nodes) and A N x N x L is a finite set of instance variables (labeled arcs).
During static andysis a program, i s represented by a conlrol flow graph and an abstract object graph. Building the control flow graph for our analysis differs only slightly from building the interprocedurd control flow graph in an imperative language (1' 21. In particular, a message send has arcs leading to and returning Born all methods whose selector matches the message. Message sends are split into two nodes, corresponding to the call and return portions, the former binding arguments, the latter binding the return result if the statement is part of an assignment. Finally, an extra exit node is added to every method and to the main program.
Analysis with Abstract Objects
The state of an object-oriented progam at any poiat in its computation is captured by the instantaneous states of all the objects in the computer's memory. At some point in a particular computatian, this state is unique and can be represented by an object graph. Static analysis, however, examines textual points in the program and there may be many different computations that cause control to reach a particular textual point. Thus, each textual point is associated with a set of possible execution states and, accordingly, we consider the type of an object at a textual point to be the set of c l~s e s that the object can assume over all possible executions. For each textual point in the program, we construct an abstract object graph (AOG) summarizing aU memory states occurring at this point during some program execution. Since the AOG models the memory structure of the program it keeps track of the value of instance variables, local variables, and possible aliasing relations among them. AOG is a pair (N, A) where N is a finite set of abstract objects, A N x N x L is a finite set of arcs and is a set of labels. The summary nature of the AOG entails that multiple, identically labeled, arcs can originate from the same node.
Definition 2. An
An AOG typically contains r n q information. An arc bbeled xy originating at node x and ending at node y means that at run-time the value of instance variable xy of the object corresponding t o x map refer to y. We later modify this representation to include musi information with the addition of creation counts. , (N,{) ), and the greatest element, T, is the fully connected graph, (N, N x N x L) .
Note that we require N to be finite, but that the object graphs summarized by an AOG are unbounded. This apparent contradiction is solved by allowing nodes t o summarize many objects of the same class. With this approximation we can limit the size of the graphs without unnecessary loss of type information. The choice of happing from object g a p h s to AOGs is crucial to the efficiency and precision of the analysis. We now present two abstract domains effecting different mappin@.
Class Object Graphs
Objects of the same class are likely to be used in the same way in a program, i.e. their instance variables are likely to refer to objects of the same type. Based on this observation it seems reasonable to define a domain where objects of the same class are represented by a single node in the graph. In a COG, finite sets of constant objects, such as the logical vdues true and f a l s e are represented by nodes in the graph, one for each constant. Infinite, or large, sets of constants are abstracted so that one graph node represents all values in the set. For our toy object-oriented language the constant nodes are: true, false, n i l and I n t .
The following program is used to illustrate the analysis with COGS. For the sake of clarity, we omit the abstract object nodes for methods in the discussion. 
Textual Object Graphs
To improve the accuracy of static analysis we alter the analysis domain so that different objects of the same class do not necessarily share the same node in the graph. Only objects created at the same textual point share abstract representations. In general, this abstract representation yields better results than those obtained with COGS. Also, the types given to instances of ucontainer" classes, e.g. lists, is more accurate and does not require special treatment as in (101.
Creation Counts
A problem common to both domains is that assignment is defined as an additive operation-arcs are never removed. For example, the arcs connecting each node to nil never disappear horn the graph. A compiler using the results of the analysis will have t o assume that every instance variable of an object can dways refer to nil. Due to this "sticky'' beherviour, the quality of the analysis w i l l only deteric~ rate as the number of poasible vdum increases. T h i s problem, and specifically nilvalued instance variables, has marred previous attemp& to provide a type system for ob ject-oriented programs (10, 11, 131. (Some authors have defined type-safety so that programs may legally send message t o nil 1 1 11.)
The work of Chase et aI. [3] points to a simple mlu tion. The key observation is:
if it can be determined that an assignment will affect all the objects represented by a single node in the graph (must information), then it is pwible to update the graph destructively. In the analysis of the example program with the TOGS, all assignments have this property since each node represents only one object. This is the static criterion for destructive updak. (A node may repreent many objects if the creation point is in a loop, or if it occurs in a method that is called more than once along mme control flow path. ) We note in passing that a node with no incoming arcs r e p m n t s objects which are not referenced and, therefore, can be statically de-al1ocated :The graph model is extended in the following way. Dehition 7. An cziended ubstkci object graph ia a triple (N, A, C), where ( N , A ) is an AOG and C = N x (0, 1, oo] maps nodes to their creation counts. {0,1, m) is totally ordered by the relation 0 < 1 < w. We define the commutative addition operator @ to be Every node starb with a count of 0. Each time a node's creation point is encountered along a path in the program, the count is incremented. When two control flow paths meet, the greatest creation count is retained for each node in the graph. Mote that although creation counts can be applied to COGS, the gains are negligible since it is likely that the counts for all classes will quickly converge to oo.
BOG Operations
We now define abstract operations corresponding to assignment, object creation and control flow merge. These definitions apply to both textual object graphs and class object graphs.
Merging of graphs, used for confluence of control flow paths, is implemented by the lattice meet operation which is simply the union of the arcs and the pointwise maximum of creation counts. For a given N , and graphs gl = IN, A l , CI) and ga = (N, Az, Ca), the merge of gl and $2 is:
Assigning a set of objects S to an instance variable 1 of n updates the arcs of the corresponding graph node, and is written (gj(n, I ) H S). If the creation count of fa is not w then the update replaces the current set of arcs labeled I with S, otherwise S is simply added to the existing arcs. Thus, for a given N , and graph g = { N, A, C) the operation is:
[assign] (g((n;l}AS) = if ( n , i x )~C then ( N , A U A f e w , G )
Creation of an object is modelled by adding arcs pointing to nil to the corresponding node and increasing the creation count of la. The function labels returns the set of instance variable names of a node. For a given N , and graph g = ( N , A , C) the operation is:
[create] metrte(g, n) = (. . . ((N, A, Cf)l(n, 11) -{nil) ) . . . I(n, J k ) + + {nil})
A Flow Analysis Algorithm
Programs are analyzed using conventional flow analysis [I]. The first step is to construct a controI flow graph representation of the program. Each arc in this graph is assigned a flow function which computes the effect of executing the code in its source node, assuming that its target node is to be executed next. Finally, all control flow nodes are assigned initial values in the lattice, and the Aow functions are applied to the values until a fixpoint is reached.
In the abstract object graph, methods and the main program are treated as abstract objects with outgoing arcs for each variable; in the case of methods, the graph contains arcs for s e l f , the argument, and the return result. These objects correspohd to activation records that may be created at run-time. The creation wunt associated with such nodes is initially set to zero, incremented on entry t o the method and decremented on exit.
We now describe the flow functions wociated with a given control flow arc a. Assume that the source node of a is in the control flow subgraph corresponding to method m0. The flow functions take the abstract object graph {N, A, C) a argument and return an updated AOG.
Flow Functions for Assignment Statements
Assigning a value to a variable involves finding all abstract objects that may be af- and we will pass over such duplicates in the explanation.To keep the example as simple as possible, we will limit the length of call string3 to 1. The analysis algorithm starts with an initial state description at statement 1 of (?, 1) where '?' is a call-string of length 1 that indicates that the caller is unknown (the caller is actually the operating system), and I represents the bottom graph in the TOG lattice. Pictorially, I i~ the disconnected graph drawn as graph Go in Figure 6 . The analysis algorithm might produce the sequence of state description sets shown in Figure 5 . . . . and nothing more changes 
